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Abstract

This article aims to describe and analyze the urgency and implementation of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik. The research method used in this article is qualitative with a case study approach. Data collection techniques using interviews, observation, and documentation. The results of the research are that there are 3 stages in the implementation of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, namely planning, implementation, and evaluation. This research can help increase students' understanding of other religions so that they are able to respect differences in beliefs. This research can provide learning experiences that can help students develop empathy towards individuals from various religious backgrounds. By understanding the values of tolerance, students can be better able to prevent religious discrimination in society. Religious tolerance education needs to be given to students as early as possible. Instilling openness of thought from an early age, and accepting differences based on the values of tolerance, will of course minimize attitudes of intolerance in students.
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INTRODUCTION
In the history of the Indonesian nation, plurality has given birth to beautiful collaborations in various forms of cultural culture that are thick with diversity. Various tribes, religions, races, customs, cultures, and groups can live side by side and have a very high room for negotiation in everyday life, which we know as tolerance (Anwar, 2021; Ok, Al-Farabi, & Firmansyah, 2022). However, the world was shaken by the tearing of the beauty of exclusive attitudes that grew from the roots of narrow primordialism of ethnicity, race, class, and religion, particularly in the form of conflict and terrorism (Amirudin, Ruswandi, Erihadiana, & Rohimah, 2022a; Ma’arif, 2019). Several issues of intolerance also often arise, starting from the boycott of several French products in Indonesia, and suicide bombings carried out by several irresponsible individuals, even several mass media in India reported that some people in India were openly carrying out actions (Rohmah, Rena, Pahrurraji, & Syarif, 2023; Sechandini, Ratna, Zakariyah, & Na’imah, 2023). Demonstration to boycott halal products in India, Indian people believe that the halal label is a form of discrimination against the Indian population, where the majority of the population adheres to the Hindu religion. Several existing issues of intolerance prove that attitudes toward tolerance in the world have experienced a decline (Romadlan, 2019).

Schools are an integrated part that plays an important role in instilling the values of tolerance in schools. Efforts to maintain harmony and culture between religious communities through religious education must be implemented and cultivated (Alawi & Maarif, 2021; Jayadi, Abduh, & Basri, 2022). Religious tolerance education is built with the aim of making students able to respond to and filter educational problems, including social issues in the school environment, society, and the country (Rofi’ah, 2018).

Religious tolerance education needs to be given to students as early as possible. Instilling openness of thought from an early age, accepting differences, and maintaining harmony, based on the values of tolerance can minimize attitudes of intolerance in students (Habermas, 2004; Nakaya, 2018). Moreover, in PAI learning in high school in grade 11, there is material about "Tolerance as a Tool for Unifying the Nation" in the even semester. A teacher should be able to explain the material well so that students can understand and practice it in real life (Fuadi, Nasution, & Wijaya, 2023; Raihani, 2012). Teachers are required to be creative in developing learning media so that students can be interested and enthusiastic in participating in PAI learning so that the material presented can be well absorbed (Halim, 2022).

Ni Putu Alit Wulandari, et al in their journal discussing forms of tolerance between religious communities in students, said that forms of tolerance education can be taught in schools through the form of curriculum and school policies, forms of social, cultural, and sports activities, forms of example, and forms of group learning (Ni Putu Alit Wulandari, I Gede Suwindia, 2019). Siti Nur Asiyah and Asrul Anan discuss in their journal that the patterns and processes of religious tolerance education are diverse and can be developed according to school needs. Khoirul Anwar and Munif also wrote in their journal in 2019 with the title "Strategy for Islamic Religious Education Teachers in..."
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Building Religious Harmony Tolerance for Students" (Asiyah & Anan Asrul, 2021). The results of this research show that the teacher strategies used in theory are in accordance with the aspects that must be involved in building tolerance including: utilization of learning resources, preparation of selected materials, application of a variety of methods, implementation of continuous evaluation and can be applied in building tolerance, harmony among people, religion for students. There is no shortage of journals written by Khoirul Anwar and (Munif, 2019), however, from these aspects it would be good if a good PAI learning design emerged in building religious tolerance.

Of the many studies, there is not much research that examines PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance, even though PAI learning designs need and are urgent to be developed and researched so that learning can develop more creatively and innovatively, especially in PAI learning. Therefore, this article will discuss the implementation of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik.

RESEARCH METHODS

To study in depth the implementation of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, researchers used qualitative research. Qualitative research. Information obtained in the field is in the form of data in the form of written or spoken words, so this research is called qualitative research (Sugiyono, 2018). Meanwhile, the approach used in this research is a case study approach. The case study approach is used to collect and analyze data related to a case, both cases relating to problems, shortcomings as well as advantages and disadvantages in the case of institutions, society and others (Sukmadinata, 2005).

The aim of this researcher is to obtain information about implementing PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean. This research was carried out at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik. The reason the researcher chose this location is because implementing PAI learning designs like this is rarely implemented in other schools with different religious backgrounds. Apart from that, at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik, researchers can get easier and clearer information regarding implementing PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance held.

The data collection techniques used in this research are observation, interviews and documentation. The observation used in this research is non-participant observation. This non-participant observation technique was used to search for data about the process of implementing PAI learning designs and evaluating the implementation of PAI learning designs at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean through independent observers conducted by researchers. The interviews conducted in this research were semi-structured. In this case the researcher asked several questions that were structured but not bound and could be developed more freely according to the topic being discussed. In this research, interviews were conducted directly with the informants, to obtain data on the planning, process and evaluation of PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance and the urgency of learning tolerance at SMA.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Implementation of PAI Learning Design in Developing Religious Tolerance

In this section we will discuss data on implementing PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik. Implementing the PAI learning design starts from the planning stage, at this stage it starts with determining the project and forming a project implementation team. This was also conveyed by the school principal, Mr. Agus Setiawan: "The determination of the project and the formation of the project implementation team was attended by the entire board of teachers of SMA Negeri 1 Kecepatan, then it was decided by the project implementation team consisting of Mr. Mahrus, Abdul Wahid, Rahman and Lukman Hakim, as Religion teachers at Peace 1 Public High School." (Agus Setiawan, Interview: Gresik, 14 November 2023).

This was reinforced by what was conveyed by Mr. Abdul Wahid as the head of the project implementer: "Project implementation activities are carried out in three stages, including planning, implementation and evaluation, which begins with a coordination meeting to determine the project and the goals to be achieved." After determining the project to be implemented, the implementing team designs a learning design that has been mutually agreed upon. As stated by Mr. Lukman Hakim as the implementing team, he said that:

“The learning design designed has the theme I want to know in the form of group assignments, where each group is assigned to visit several religious figures around the community and around the school to find information about the diversity of religious groups and beliefs held by the surrounding community. After students have obtained some information through observations and interviews with several religious figures around them, they must write down the data they obtain in the form of a scientific work, namely a paper which must then be presented and discussed together in the Islamic Religious Education learning process regarding religious tolerance.”

Mr. Abdul Wahid as the chief executive explained that the aim of holding PAI learning design is: "As a way of providing more impressive PAI learning to children, sometimes children remember things they have experienced better than something they only learned from reading books."
Another aim of implementing PAI learning design was explained again by Mr. Abdul Wahid, he explained that:

"Teaching children to practice Bhinneka Tunggal Ika cannot just be a theory. Teaching children an attitude of tolerance is not enough with just material, but being directly involved in analyzing data and determining attitudes is a goal that is expected to make students have an attitude of tolerance, living in harmony in diversity, mutually respecting and appreciating other people's opinions is called tolerance."

After the learning design is agreed upon, the teacher forms groups. This was also explained by Mr. Lukman Hakim as an Islamic Religious Education teacher in class 11 IPS, he said that:

"There are ten groups consisting of five science class groups, four social studies class groups, and one language class group. In each class, on average, there are 2 to 3 non-Muslim students. "This group activity aims to teach students an attitude of mutual respect and appreciation as well as clarifying the material on religious tolerance to grade 11 students directly by exploring data on several religious figures around the school and community environment."

Based on the results of an interview with the school principal, Mr. Agus Setiawan, he said that:

"There are 1047 students and 46 teachers at SMA Negeri 1 Kecepatan. Of all the teachers at SMA Negeri 1 Peace, the majority are Muslim, only two are Christians, while several students are non-Muslim. There are three religions adhered to by students at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, including Islam, the majority religion, and the other two religions adhered to are Catholic Christianity and Protestant Christianity. In each class, on average, there are 2 to 3 non-Muslim students."

However, through the results of observations made by researchers, researchers found that all students could live in harmony side by side, could help each other and work together. The efforts made by the school to instill and develop an attitude of religious tolerance between students of different religions are by creating PAI learning designs, carrying out several joint activities such as events at school which involve all school members.

The final stage of planning is making a report to the school head as approval for project activities. After the project activities are approved by the school principal, the teacher begins implementing the learning design in learning, in this case the PAI learning design. Based on the results of the interview with Mr. Abdul Wahid, he said that the implementation of the PAI learning design will start from May 8 2023 to May 15 2023 in chapter 6 of the even semester.
Meanwhile, in the process of implementing the PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, there are seven stages. Based on the results of an interview with Mr. Lukman Hakim, he said that the implementation process is as follows:

"First the teacher delivers learning material on religious tolerance, then explains the assignment to the students (observations and interviews with religious figures around the environment) followed by delivering group development, then the teacher explains the technicalities of writing scientific papers, after the students observe, interview and analyze the data the students are allowed to present the results findings in the field, then the teacher assesses and evaluates learning outcomes."

Meanwhile, in evaluating the application of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, teachers carried out two forms of assessment as stated by Mr. Abdul Wahid.

"At the evaluation stage the teacher assesses the 3 aspects of cognitive, psychomotor and affective. Assessment is carried out through observation during the learning process and assessing students’ work. There are two forms of assessment, namely group assessment and individual assessment. Group assessments are in the form of papers, and individual assessments are in the form of cognitive assessments and student attitude assessments."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Implementation of Tolerance-based PAI Learning Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation of Tolerance-based PAI Learning Design</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process of implementing PAI learning design in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) the teacher delivers material related to religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) the teacher conveys the learning design to students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) the teacher conveys the group division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) the teacher delivers the assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) students analyze data through direct observation of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community leaders based on instructions from the teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) students present their findings and create a scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work in the form of a paper based on the findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of tolerance-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Implementation of PAI Learning Design in Developing Religious Tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean Gresik

Based on the presentation of research data, it was found that the results of implementing PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance carried out by SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean were carried out in three stages starting from planning, implementation to evaluation. This is in line with the theory put forward by Suherman, et al that in implementing implementation, learning management is required which consists of three stages, namely, planning, implementation and evaluation (Mulyasa, 2013).

In line with the theory put forward by (Amirudin, Ruswandi, Erihadiana, & Rohimah, 2022b; Apriliani & Justitia, 2021) regarding implementation in learning, which means the implementation and application of a plan that has been prepared in detail and thoroughly in implementing a learning process. Teaching design is a tool that can help teachers carry out learning activities effectively (Menon, Kars, Malhotra, Campbell, & van Delden, 2018). The aim of this religious tolerance learning design is to develop an attitude of tolerance and shape students' character in accordance with the objectives of the National Education System and to be able to fully interpret the philosophy of tolerance by staying in touch with certain religious figures (Nurbatra & Masyhud, 2022).

Good learning design will avoid monotonous and boring learning activities (Børte, Nesje, & Lillejord, 2023). Learning design can at least be an alternative for teachers in developing religious tolerance for students in high school (Álvarez, Jivet, Pérez-Sanagustín, Scheffel, & Verbert, 2022). Meanwhile, the core goal of being tolerant is to create harmony in society (Uyun & Warsah, 2022).

Planning for Implementation of Islamic Religious Education Learning Design

In the planning process for implementing PAI learning design, there are several processes including:

**Determine the learning project**

In the first stage, teachers consult to determine the learning project that will be used. There are seven project themes that can be designed in the MERDEKA curriculum, among the seven projects are: 1) Sustainable lifestyle, 2) Local wisdom, 3) Build your body and soul, 4) The voice of democracy, 5) Engineering and technology to build the Republic of Indonesia, 6) Entrepreneurship, 7) Unity in Diversity.

From the results of an interview with Mr. Agus Setiawan as the principal at SMA Negeri 1 Kecepatan it is known that:

"Ladies and gentlemen, the teachers' council needs to raise the theme of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika as an effort to instill the value of religious tolerance in students and prevent religious intolerance. He said that in the project to strengthen the profile of Pancasila students with the theme Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, students are invited to get to know and learn to build respectful dialogue about the diversity of religious groups and beliefs held by the surrounding community, especially in the community and in the school environment."

This is in accordance with Dick and Carey (Dick, 1996), educational technology experts who emphasize that learning design in general uses a systems approach consisting of problem analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation. The initial step taken by the teacher in consultation to determine the
learning project that will be used through problem analysis is a systems approach taken to design a learning design (Keller, 2009).

**Determining Learning Design**

In the second stage, after determining the theme, the project is to strengthen the profile of Pancasila students. Ladies and gentlemen, the teacher council determines the desired learning design. This is in line with the five dimensions of multicultural education developed by James A. Banks (Banks, 1993; Banks & Banks, 2019), namely content integration (integrating various cultures and groups), the knowledge construction process (building a new knowledge construction), an equity pedagogy (equal pedagogy that facilitates academic achievement students who are diverse in terms of race, culture or social strata), prejudice reduction (reducing prejudice) and an empowering school culture (empowering school culture and social structure).

If mapped in more detail, the pattern of tolerance education taught at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean through PAI learning design also contains the value of content integration (integrating various cultures and religious groups in the surrounding environment), the knowledge construction process (building a new knowledge construction by conducting dialogue with several religious figures around the community), an equity pedagogy (equal pedagogy, namely facilitating the academic achievement of students who are diverse in terms of race, religious culture or social strata), prejudice reduction (reducing prejudice towards members of different beliefs) and an empowering school culture (empowering school culture and social structure).

Gagne explained that learning designs are designed to help students’ learning process. With the PAI learning design, it is hoped that it will make it easier for students to understand the material on religious tolerance (Gagne, Wager, Golas, Keller, & Russell, 2005).

**Forming a Learning Group**

In stage three, after the teacher finds the right learning design with the project theme, the teacher forms a group. This was also explained by Mr. Lukman Hakim as an Islamic Religious Education teacher in class 11 science, he said that:

“There are ten groups consisting of five science class groups, four social studies class groups, and one language class group. In each class, on average, there are 2 to 3 non-Muslim students. This group activity aims to teach students an attitude of mutual respect and appreciation as well as clarifying the material on religious tolerance to grade 11 students directly by exploring data on several religious figures around the school and community environment.”

This is in line with what was conveyed by Siti Nur Asiyah, Asrul Anan in her journal that it is not enough for students to just memorize a theory or definition, but students must also apply abstract theories into concrete evidence of actions in the teaching and learning process of tolerance education in learning. Islamic education. Therefore, the emergence of a PAI learning design which is packaged in the form of group assignments aims to provide direct understanding through observation activities, analyzing data on several religious figures, and so that students are able to apply theory into concrete evidence of actions and attitudes in society (Faozan, 2020).

**Make learning activity reports**

In stage four the teacher makes a report to the school head as approval for project activities. After the project activities are approved by the school principal, the teacher
begins implementing the learning design in learning, in this case the PAI learning design.

Implementation of PAI Learning Design

After the planning stage is carried out, the process of implementing the learning design can be carried out. In this stage, the process of implementing PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean will be explained. 1) In the first stage, the teacher delivers material related to religious tolerance in chapter 11 of the even semester. 2) The second stage the teacher conveys the learning objectives to be achieved. 3) The third stage the teacher conveys the learning design to students. 4) In the fourth stage the teacher conveys the group divisions. 5) The fifth stage the teacher delivers the assignment. 6) In the sixth stage, students analyze data through direct observation of community leaders based on instructions from the teacher. 7) In the seventh stage, students present the findings and create a scientific work in the form of a paper based on the findings.

All stages carried out by teachers in the process of implementing PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean are in accordance with the Islamic religious education learning indicators presented by Nik Bio in the book Islamic Education, among the indicators are (Supriati, 2018): Attracting attention, Conveying learning objectives, Improving concepts or principles that have been studied, Delivering learning material, Providing learning guidance, Obtaining student performance or appearance, Providing value for learning outcomes by giving tests, Strengthening retention and transfer of learning.

Based on the results of interviews with three samples of Muslim and non-Muslim students, they were very enthusiastic and interested in the PAI learning design. According to Laurent, one of the class Based on the results of observations, the researcher also saw and listened to the teacher conveying the objectives and material about tolerance, explaining the learning design and providing guidance to students, conducting evaluations and reflections at the end of the lesson (Aslaksen & Lorås, 2019; Firdaus, Jamal, & Arifin, 2023). This shows that in implementing the PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, Islamic religious education learning indicators have been met.

Evaluation of PAI Learning Design Implementation

In every program and activity there is of course an evaluation, as well as the implementation of PAI learning designs at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean. The teacher as the implementer of implementing the PAI learning design carries out an evaluation. The evaluation is carried out to determine whether the level of success that the students have achieved is in accordance with the expected goals or not (Faraji, Ezadpour, Rahrovi Dastjerdi, & Dolatzarei, 2022). In this research, the results of implementing the learning design are students' ability to understand religious tolerance material, students' attitudes in dealing with different religious environments, and the results of students' scientific work related to the results of observations made (Wiewiora & Kowalkiewicz, 2019).

Meanwhile, there are two evaluations or assessments carried out, namely group assessment and individual assessment, individual assessment is in the form of cognitive and attitude assessment, while group assessment is the result of scientific work in the form of a paper (Guangul, Suhail, Khalit, & Khidhir, 2020). The evaluation stage of the implementation of learning design in this research was carried out by the teacher in
observing and evaluating the results of learning activities, observing each learning process and presentation process carried out by students and assessing the results of students’ scientific work through the papers that had been made, then conducting reflection sessions, namely lead activities. feedback made by students to their teacher, by providing impressions and messages regarding the learning experience provided by the teacher.

After reflecting on learning, all parties involved are expected to be able to apply the new knowledge gained in daily life consistently. To find out the effectiveness and value of implementing PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA Negeri 1 Kedamean, evaluation is an important thing that must be carried out. This confirms the theory presented by Wand and Gerald W. Brown which states that evaluation is an action to determine a value.

CONCLUSION

Religious tolerance education needs to be given to students as early as possible. Instilling openness of thought from an early age, accepting differences, and maintaining harmony, based on the values of tolerance can minimize attitudes of intolerance in students. Especially in PAI learning in high school in grade 11 because there is material about "Tolerance as a Tool for Unifying the Nation" in the even semester. Teachers are required to be creative in developing learning media, learning designs, and learning methods used so that students can be interested and enthusiastic about participating in PAI learning.

The implementation of PAI learning design in developing religious tolerance at SMA 1 Negeri 1 Kedamean is divided into three stages, namely planning, implementation, and evaluation. This research confirms several previous studies and contributes a perspective (new point of view) regarding PAI learning design in senior high schools and equivalent. However, this research is only limited to PAI learning designs in developing religious tolerance, so further research is needed that discusses other learning designs to accommodate more varied cases or larger samples to obtain a better and more comprehensive design.
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